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A Comparison of the Graded Response and Partial Credit Models for

Assessing Writing Ability'

R.J. De Ayala, University of Maryland

BB Dodd & W R Koch, University of Texas

The assessment of writing proficiency may oc accomplished either

through direct method (i.e., the actual demonstration of the skill) or by

indirect methods (e.g., through the use of objective exams). Interest in the

direct measurement of writing proficiency has been growing and half of all

statewide writing assessment programs now rely exclusively on writing

samples; the remaining programs use both direct and indirect assessments

(fitiggins & Bridgeford, 1983). This study was concerned with the direct

method of assessing writing proficiency.

The direct assessment of writing proficiency may be performed either

through the holistic approach or the analytic method. In the analytic scoring

method the ideal answer is decomposed into a set of components each of which

is assigned a specific number of points. Assessment requires that the rater

evaluate the examinee's writing with respect to each component and assign

points according to the perceived quality of the writing on a given compo-

nent. The examince's score is a linear composite of his or her component

MMES.

In contrast, the holistic technique requires that the rater evaluate each

writing sample with respect to an ideal answer or standard; multiple standards

which are less than the ideal answer and which vary across the quality

continuum may be used as additional standards. The examinee's score is

typically a single score which is an assessment of the rater's global impression

of the quality of the written piece with respect to the standard(s).

I Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the National Council on Measure-

ment in Education, San Francisco, March, 1989.
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Is order to improve the reliability of the writing assessment, multiple

raters may be used to evaluate the same writing sample and hick ratings

pooled to form a single rating (e.g., the examinee's score is the average or the

sum of the raters' ratings). A more complete discussion of the issues involved

in the direct assessment of writing ability may be found in Breland (1983).

The above methods have historically been and currently arc approached

primarily through classical test theory. A Nw researchers have recently

begun to approach writing a:secs:nem using ilen1 response theory (IRT)

models (e.g., Pollitt & Hutchinson, 1987; Ackerman, 1986). However, although

tne results of these studies were encouraging, the comparative advantages and

disadvantages of the IRT models used could not be assessed due to methodolo-

gical differences. For instance, although both studies assessed writing

proficiency by the analytical method, Ackerman's method used five compo-

nents (e.g., paragraph development, spelling), whereas the Pollitt and

study used a different set of three components (e.g., appropriacy,

ideas).

An additional difference between the studies was Ackerman's use of one

expository question decomposed into 15 'items' (i.e., 3 raters X 5 components),

whereas the Pollitt and Hutchinson study used five writing tasks rated on

three components to produce 15 'items'; both studies used secondary school

students and their teachers as the raters. In each study the 'items' were

considered to be locally independent.

This study fitted Samejima's (1969) graded response (GR) model and Masters'

(1982) partial credit (PC) model to identical writing samples which were

holistically scored and then evaluated the performance and relative benefits

of each model. Further, the writing samples used consisted of two classes of

questions : expository and narrative. It was felt that the expository questions

would be found to provide more information for higher ability examinees than

the narrative items would because the expository items appeared to require

greater discourse competence than did the narrative items; discourse

a
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competence is defined as the selection and structuring of ideas with respect to

the purpose of the writing task and the needs of the reader (Pollitt and

Hutchinson. 1927). A third factor investigated was the influence of two

different methods of pooling the raters' ratings on item parameter estimation.

Model Descriptions

The two polychotomous models, the GR and PC, are appropriate for items

with ordered responses, such as attitude questionnaires and aptitude or

achievement test items whose alternatives are inherently ordered n: have

been ordered according to degree of correctness (e.g., through partial credit

scoring). In addition, ratings data (e.g., ratings of writing samples) may also

be fitted by either model.

The OR model is a direct extension of the two-parameter model. As a result.

the OR model contains a parameter which allows an assessment of an item's

capacity to discriminate among examinees. In the OR model the examinee

responses to item I are categorized into mi + I categories, where higher

categories indicate more of 9 and mi is the number of categories. Associated

with each category of item I is a category score, xi, with values 0..mi. The GR

model may be expressed as :

e Dai(0 - bxi)

Psi (0) ( I ).

I eDs1(9 ' bit')

where 8 is the latent trait, ai is the discrimination parameter for item i, bx i is

the difficulty parameter for category score x for item i, and the scaling

constant D equals 1.702. Psi is the probability, phi, of the examinee responding

in category score Xi or higher for a given item; the probability of responding

in the lowest category (i.e.. P0(9)) or higher is defined as 1.0. For instance, for

an item with four response categories P2(9) is the probability of responding

in categories 2 or 3 rather than in categories 0 or I. Because Psi is the

probalility of responding in xi or higher, the probability of responding in a

particular category equals the difference between cumulative probabilities

for adjacent categories (e.g., p2(0) P2(0) - P3(0)). When an item consists of
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two categories (correct and incorrect). the OR model reduces to the two -

parameter model.

In contrast to the GR model, the PC model provides a direct expression of the

probability of an examinee with ability 9 responding in a particular category.

In the PC model the examinee-item interaction is modeled as :

xi
E(9 -thi)

j.90
e

Pxi (0) = (2),

k

mi E(9 -bzi)

E. i-°
k-0

where 9 is the latent trait, blii is the difficulty parameter of the step associated

with category score xi of item I with mi categories, where xi=1..mi. A category

score reflects the number of successfully completed steps. A "step" is simply a

stage required to complete an item. For instance, the problem ((6/3)+2)2 is

considered to contain three steps because there an three separate stages

which must be completed (in a specific order) to correctly answer the problem

(i.e., step I : 6/3, step 2 : the addition of 2 to the quotient, and step 3 : the

squaring of the quantity). For notational convenience E(0 - bsi) where j=0 is

defined as being equal to zero.

Because the PC model is an extension of the Rasch model it assumes that all

items are equally good at discriminating among examinees. In addition, as a

member of the Rasch family, the PC model's item and person parameters may

be estimated on the basis of the existence of sufficient statistics. Specifically,

an examinee's test score contains all the information for estimating his or her

ability and the items' difficulties may be estimated from a simple count of the

number of persons completing each "step" of an :tem. Unlike the GR model.

the PC model requires that the steps within an item be completed in sequence,

although the steps need not be equally difficult nor he ordered in terms of

9



difficulty. If an item consists of only two categories, then the PC model

reduces to the Rasch model.

Method

pgjg : The data came from a statc-wide assessment of secondary school students

writing ability. This test has been given annually since its inception in 1984

and is required for graduation from high school. Except for the 1984 admin-

istration, the writing lest consisted of four writing samples, two of which were
expository in nature and the two remaining items were narrative; the 1984

son '-'slIfiliOn contained one expository and one narrative item. Two of the
four items ased in the 1985 to 1988 administrations were from the 1984 testing.

These two items appeared in all administrations and served as a link' moon

administrations so that the separate testings could be placed on the same scale.

An examinee's four writinr, samples were randomly given to a team of 80 to

100 specially trained raters. The ratio of writing samples to individual rater.
made it very unlikely that the same rater would rate more than one writing

sample by a given examinee.

Each writing sample was holistically scored by two raters on a 1 to 4 scale;

items with 0 scores indicated that the writing sample could not be scored (e.g..

the student did not provide an answer) and were eliminated from analysis. If
the two raters' ratings disagreed by more than two points a third rater was
in ad. Exact interrater agreement occurred on approximately 76% of the

ratings and periodic "check packets" (i.e., pre-scored writing samples) were

distributed to monitor any drift in the ratings.

Rating Type : Because each writing sample had at least two ratings the impact

of using a simple sum ratinz versus an average rating was investigated. The

former method consisted of the sum of the raters' ratings (in the case of three

raters the two closest ratings were used) which was then transformed to a 0 to
6 range (a.k.a., the sum rating scale). That is, the sum of the two ratings
(range 2 to 8) was transformed by simply recoding a rating of 2 to 0, a rating
of 3 to I. etc. The second approach was to round the average of the two ratings

to the nearest integer. In this !atter method the original readers 1 to 4 ratings
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were recoded to 0 to 3 (i.e., a rating of I was recoded to 0. a rating of 2 was

recoded to 1, etc.) before calculating the average and rounding to the nearest

integer, this method will be known as the average rating scale.

Calibration ; The MULTILOO 5.1 (Thissen, 1988) calibration program was used to

lit both the OR and the PC models to the ten item pool. The use of a single

calibration program for both models controlled for differences in the

implementation of estimation algorithms when different calibration programs

are used. Although MULTILOO provides for direct specification of the OR

model, obtaining item parameter estimates for the PC model is not direct.

Estimates for the PC model were obtained by imposing triangular contrasts on

Bock's (1972) nominal response (NR) model (cf., Thissen & Steinberg, 1986).

Imposing these triangular contrasts on the NR model is the logical equivalent

of making the a priori order assumption necessary for the PC model (Thissen,

1981; Masters & Wilson, 1988).

A total of 9652 examinees with usable response strings were obtained Irom

the four administrations; 1985 : N= 2264, 1986 : N= 3026, 19117 : N= 3002, and 1988 :

N= 1360. Because of practical and financial considerations the entire dais set

could not be used and a random sample of 500 examinees with no non-

responses was obtained from each administration. Therefore, item parameters

for the 10 items a ere obtained en the responses of 2000 examinees. Because

MULTILOO implements a marginal maximum likelihood estimation algorithm

the item and person parameters are estimated separately. Therefore, the small

number of items relative to the calibration sample's size was not problematic.

The five annual examinations were placed on the same scale by linking the

separate exams through the common (1984) items and performing a

s:multancous calibration of the four administrations. The crossing of IRT

model (PC vs. OR) by swing type (i.e., sum vs. average) produced a 2 X 2 design

with one calibration per cell.

Analysis Analysis consisted of an examination of operating characteristic

curves (OCC), item and test information functions. For each rating type the

relative efficiency of each of the 10 items when calibrated using the PC model

8



was compared to those of the items when calibrated using the OR model; the

same approach was used for comparing the annual administrations. For each

model the relative efficiencies using the sum rating was contrasted with the

average rating. Further, the relative efficiencies of the expository items with

respect to the narrative items were examined for each model.

Resu:ta and Conclusion

Both the PC and OR models could not satisfactorily fit the 1988 administra-

tion's narrative item. Therefore, for the following presentation this item as

well as the expository item for this testing were eliminated.

Despite the fact that the exams were not developed utilizing a target infor-

mation function, the inapection of teat informations across administrations

revealed that, although the functions were not identical, they were relatively

similar for the PC model regardless of rating scale used (Figures I and 2). Some

administrations provided more information in particular 0 ranges than

others, but, is general, the exams appeared to be measuring ability with

relatively the same degree of accuracy. In contrast, for ihe OR model one can

see from Figures 3 and 4 that while the information functions for the 1984-

1986 administration wera very similar, the 1987 testing yielded greater

information than the other administ- ations, regardless of rating scale used.

In addition, unlike the other administrations the 1986 testing yielded greater

information is the approximate 0 range of -1.0 to 1.5 based on the aa...rage

rating scale than it did using the sum rating scale.
-----------------
Insert Figure:4110 4 about here---

The relative efficiencies of the two rating methods for each model are

presented in Figure i. As can be seen from this figure, for both models the

sum rating type provided greater information than the average rating scale.

The additional categories in the sum rating scale (relative to the average

rating scale) provide greater information than the more restricted average

rating scale. In general, the 0 range encompassed by the difficulty

parameters based on the sum rating scale was larger than for the average

9
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rating scale. For example, for the CR model the average rating scale's

difficulty parameter, b3, had estimates which (roughly) corresponded in

magnitude to those of b5 using the sum rating scale (6 difficulty parameters).

Similarly, for the PC model based on the average rating scale the step

difficulty estimates for a score of 3 were between the sum rating scale's step

difficulties of b5 and b6.

Insert Figure 5 about here

As can also be seen from Figure 5, the difference between the PC model's

information functions based on the sum r id average rating scales was

substantial. It was expected that the sum rating scale would provide more

information than the average rating scale given that, for the PC model, four -

amp items have been found to yield more total information across the e

continuum than three-step items (Dodd & Koch, 1987). However, for the CR

model the difference between the test information functions based on the two

scales was not as dramatic. This lack of a substantial difference between the

information functions for the rating scales may be due to the OR model's use of

a discrimination parameter. That is, to a certain extent iarge is for items

scored using the average scale may compensate for the sum rating scale's

additional categories. For the average rating scale the mean I was 2.285.

whereas for the sum rating scale the average A was 2.161. Although twn-thirds

of the average rating scale items had is which were larger than the

corresponding sum rating scale items' is, this increase in the average rating

scale's mean discrimination was primarily the result of three items where the

differences were 0.30, 0.37, :nd 0.51. In those cases where the average rating

scale items' is were less than those of the sum rating scale, the differences

were 0.19, 0.04, 0.04.

In addition, Figure 5 shows that the CR model using the sum ratings pro-

vided more information than did the PC model. regardless of rating scale used

with the PC model Differences between models and rating scales for 0 2 3.0 or

i 0



Previous (classical test theory) research with scoring scales has indicated

that larger scale ranges produce higher reliabilities than smaller scale ranges

(e.g., Coffman, 1971; Godshalk, Swineford, 8: Coffman, 1966). Results from this

study indicated that for either model the larger rating scale (sum holistic

rating) yielded greater Information than did the smaller rating scale (average

holistic rating).

For the PC model using the sum rating scale there were three reversals (out

of sequence of bs) for all items. Specifically, an ordering of the step

difficohies found the following relationships ; b2 < bi < b4 < b3 < b6 < b5. One

poszible interpretation of this finding is that given a rating of, .g., a 3 (e.g.,

based on the b2/b1 reversal), it was 'easier' or more likely for the examinee to

be given a rating of, e.g., a 4; the same logic may be applied to the other

reversals. Consistent with this interpretation the PC model's OCC for the 1985

administration's narrative item (Figure 10) showed that certain rating scores

were not as probable a,: others. As can be seen from this figure, the

probability of obtaining a rating score of 3 (category score of I) was far less

than that of raw scores of 2 or 4 (category scores of 0 or 2, -nspectively).

Similarly, rating scores of 5 or 7 were' not as likely to be given as scores of 4

and 6 or 6 an! 8, respectively.-------____
Insert Figure 10 about here

With respect to the OR model and as would be expected, the dii.iculty

parameters for the sum rating scale fitted by the OR model did not exhibit any

reversals. That is, the OR model's difficulty parameters correspond to the

points of inflection for the category characteristic curves; a set of ogival

shape curves specifying the cumulative probabilities of responding in one set

of one or more categories versus another set of one or more categories. As

stated above, in order to obtain the probability of responding in a particular

category the cumulative probabilities for adjacent categories must be

submit ed. Thir fact implies that the difficulty parameters associated with an

item's options must be ordered.

11

Although the OR model does not allnw reversals to occur in its difficulty

parameters, the model's °CC. for the 1985 administration's narrative item

showed a striking similarity to the PC model's for the same item (Figure 11); a

comparison of Figures 10 and 11 showed subtle differences between corre-

sponding category scores (e.g.. 0, 1, 5, and 6). In fact. if the GR model's dif-

ficulty parameters were defined as those of the PC model, then reversals would

have occurred for the GR model as *ell.

Insert Figure I I about here

Blzause the interpretation of the GR model's OCCs parallels that of the PC

model's it appears that, in effect, fcr both models the 7-point rating scale

became functionally a 4 point scale.

This final analysis demonstrated how either model may be used for a rating

scale analysis. Unlike classical techniques, this method is based on parameter

estimates which are not sample dependent. In addition. although this study's

data collection method precluded an analysis of interrater agreement, it is

possible, if data collection is structured appropriately, to perform an inter-

rater agreement analysis through the use of item or test information func-
tions; if desired, items may be grouped to form "concept" information func-

tions and the interrater analysis may be performed on a concept basis. In this

regard, one could not only determine the degree of interrater agreement, but

also where there was a lack of agreement. It is felt that the advantages of IRT

methods may be realized with essay-type examinations.
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0 5 -3.0 are not considered meaningful given the minimal amount of

information provided by each model in these ability regions. In general, the

interaction of relatively large discriminetion parameters (with respect to the

assumed constant a value in the PC model) and a wider 0 range encompassed by

the OR difficulty parameters than ' the PC model's, resulted in the OR model

providing pester information than 4 the PC model. The OR model's test

information functior based on the sum rating provided more information

than the PC model's test information function with the same rating scale.

Figure 6 shows that for the majority of the 0 continuum the expository

items provided greater information than the narrative items when they were

fitted by the PC model. An hen; analysis by administration showed that, except

for the 1985 administration (-0.75 5 0 5 2.0). as 0 increased the expository items

provided more informction than did the narrative items. These relationships

are presented in Figure 7. As can be seen, for higher ability examinees

expository items provided increases in information of as much as 1112 tim

that of narrative items. .----------
Insert Figures 6 and 7 about here

In calmer to the. PC model's results. expository items Dried by the GR model

orly provided information greater than the narrative items for es greater

than approximately 1.0 (Figure el. An inspection of the relative efficiencies

for the narrative versus expository items per administration (Figure 8)

revealed that. .,xcept for (as was the case for the PC model) the 1985 testing, the

pattern of expository items' info-nation increasing with increasing 0 is also

evident for the OR model. 1 er, under the OR nes el the narrative items

appear to provide more information than the expository items for a larger

portion of 0 continuum than they did under the PC model. For both models,

results based on the average rating scale were similar to those of the sum

rating scale.

Insen Figure 1 about here

13

.. . -44
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Discussion

The results of this study appear to indicate that both models are useful for
the calibration of writing samples. However, for this item set the OR model

provided more information than the PC model for both rating scales. The

greaser information provided by the OR model was primarily a result of a

discrimination perimeter which was allowed to vary across items (1.789 5 as

2.823) and which in all cases was larger than the assumed constant a value of
the PC model. In those cases where a is relatively constant across items (e.g..

Milos a OR model and examining the item discriminations), one may prefer to

use the PC model because of the fewer parameters to estimate and the minimal

gains to be expected by using the OR model in this context. In addition, the

decision to use one model over the other may be a result of pragmatic

constraints as well as philosophical beliefs concerning the estimation of

parameters other than h. (see Wright and Stone (1979) for more information on
the estimation r. 'troversy).

Results indicat d that, in general, expositor/ items provided more

information for higher Os than narrative items did. This finding is consistent

with the nature of these two discourse models. Therefore, for the assessment

of high abilities, items of so expository nature would be preferred to narrative
items. Of course, after a sufficiently Urge item pool is developed and

calibrated, item information functions may be utilized to construct exams

according to a target test information friction and/or which are essentially

weakly parallel (Samejir a. 1977). For instance, Figure 9 contains the

information functions for the most informative test actually administered (i.e..

the 1987 administration) and a hypothetical four-item test (constructed from

the 8 -item pool used in this study). As can be seen the developed test

1985/1987 expository and 1985/1986 narrative items) provided almost

information as the 1987 administration in addition to pnvtding more

information over a wider 0 range.

----------
been Figure 9 about here-----------

(items :

twice the

of this

14
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Fipre I
Test Information Functions for 1984-1988 administrations for PC model

Sum Rating Scale

Figure 2

Test Informations for 1984-1988 administrations for PC model
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Figure 3

Test Informations for 1984-1987 administrations for OR model
Sum Rating Scale
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Test Informations for 1984-1987 administrations for OR Model
Average Rating Scale
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Figure 3

Relative Efficiency of Rating Scales for the PC & 1.2.R models
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Relative Efficiencies for Expository vs. Narrative Items
PC Model Sum Rating Scale
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Figure 9

Test Development
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Figure II

1985 Narrative Item - OR Model
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